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Applied spectroscopy is a powerful diagnostic tool for high energy density plasmas produced with
modern pulsed power facilities. These facilities create unique plasma environments with a broad
range of electron densities 共1013 – 1023 cm−3兲 and temperatures 共100 – 103 eV兲 immersed in strong
magnetic 共⬎100 T兲 and electric 共up to 1 GV/m兲 fields. This paper surveys the application of plasma
spectroscopy to diagnose a variety of plasma conditions generated by pulsed power sources
including: magnetic field penetration into plasma, measuring the time-dependent spatial distribution
of 1 GV/m electric fields, opacity measurements approaching stellar interior conditions,
characteristics of a radiating shock propagating at 330 km/s, and determination of plasma conditions
in imploded capsule cores at 150 Mbar pressures. These applications provide insight into
fundamental properties of nature in addition to their importance for addressing challenging pulsed
power science problems. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3309722兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The conditions and environment of a plasma affect the
ionization state of the constituent elements, the bound atomic
energy states, and the distribution of electrons among the
bound states. Observing electron transitions between the
bound energy states 共recording either emission or absorption
spectra兲 provides a measure of the ionization and bound energy state distributions that can be used to infer the plasma
conditions. The information encoded in the measured spectra
can include the plasma composition, electron temperature,
ion temperature, electron density, ion velocity, and electric
and magnetic field strengths. Thus, detailed spectroscopic
data can, in principle, provide a wealth of information. Decoding this information requires line intensity, line shape,
and line position analysis through the comparison of the recorded spectra with synthetic spectra computed from the
modern theories of atoms in plasmas. Accurate determination
of plasma conditions from recorded spectra therefore depends on the accuracy of atomic theory, the theory of atoms
in plasma, and the coupling of these theories with radiation
transport.
Spectroscopic diagnostics have been applied to understand a very broad range of plasmas both in the laboratory
and throughout the universe. Figure 1 shows a phase-space
plot of plasma temperature versus density showing the nominal conditions of a variety of laboratory and space plasmas
that are diagnosed using spectroscopic techniques. The figure
delineates the high energy density 共HED兲 regime of plasma
physics, which is defined as plasmas with a total energy
density of ⬎1011 J / m3 共corresponding to a pressure of
1 Mbar兲.1 Also shown in Fig. 1 is the broad range of plasma
temperature and densities that can be achieved in the laboratory using pulsed power sources.
Pulsed power is a general term that describes the coma兲
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pression of electrical energy in space and time to provide
high electrical power to various types of electrical loads,
such as microwave cavities, ion beams, and z pinches.2,3 The
production of hot dense matter requires a technology called
high pulsed power, which has an energy store of up to a few
tens of megajoules and can produce electrical powers up to
1015 W. To set this in perspective, modern pulsed power
machines can time compress the equivalent electrical energy
consumption in one evening’s operation of a TV set 共a few
megajoules兲 into more electrical power than provided by all
the power plants in the world combined 共⬃15 TW兲.2 Before
the advent of lasers, pulsed power sources were the preferred
method of producing plasmas in the laboratory and played a
critical role in producing the experimental data that was used
to benchmark the modern theory of spectral line shapes.4,5
Since the 1980s, spectroscopy has been applied to understand the detailed operation of a variety of pulsed power
sources including applied-B ion diodes, plasma opening
switches, and z pinches. In the application of spectroscopy to
understand a particular aspect of these pulsed power technologies, spectroscopy by its very nature elucidates various
aspects of the fundamental physics involved. This paper describes examples of these fundamental measurements across
three main categories: the determination of magnetic field
penetration in plasma, the determination of electric fields in
non-neutral plasma, and the determination of plasma conditions in HED plasmas.

II. MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The penetration of magnetic fields 共B-fields兲 in plasma is
an issue of general importance that matters for a variety of
space plasmas 共i.e., solar flares, the interaction of the solar
wind with Earth’s magnetosphere兲 as well as for a variety of
pulsed power systems. The evolution of a B-field in plasma
is given by the expression
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FIG. 1. 共Color兲 Phase-space plot of temperature vs number density including approximate conditions of interest for a variety of laboratory and space
plasmas. The shaded area indicates the HED regime where an equilibrium
plasma contains a total energy density of ⬎1011 J / m3. The red-dashed line
indicates the approximate upper bound for demonstrated conditions of
pulsed power produced plasmas.
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where B is the magnetic field vector, J is the current, vi is the
ion velocity, ne is the electron density, e is the electron
charge,  is the plasma resistivity, and 0 is the permeability
of free space. The right hand side of Eq. 共1兲 has three terms:
The first is the diffusion term, the second is the Hall term,
and the third is the convection term. Any of these terms can
dominate the B-field evolution depending on the conditions
of the plasma and can be influenced by both spatial variations in the plasma properties and instabilities. Understanding the process that dominates in a particular plasma requires
determining the speed of the B-field penetration and/or the
B-field distribution.
Zeeman splitting is the most commonly used spectroscopic method for B-field measurements. In Zeeman splitting, an external B-field interacts with the total orbital angular momentum of the various energy states in the atom
through the magnetic moment, which is quantum mechanically described by the quantum number M. Under the influence of the B-field, the bound energy states shift by an
amount proportional to the product of the quantum number
M with the magnetic field strength. When electrons transition
from these split energy levels, one observes a splitting of the
spectral line proportional to the strength of the B-field. One
important aspect of these Zeeman split components is that
they come in two different polarizations. Those transitions
with no change in M between the upper and lower levels are
linearly polarized 共the  components兲 resulting from electric
dipole oscillations along the B-field direction. Those transitions with a change in M of ⫾1 are circularly polarized 共the
 components兲 resulting from oscillations perpendicular to
the B-field direction. Observations made along the B-field
direction will therefore only include the  components,
which are more affected by the magnetic field.

FIG. 2. 共Color兲 共a兲 Schematic representation of an applied-B ion diode. 共b兲
Example measured 共points兲 and calculated 共line兲 Zeeman split line profile
measurement of the Ba II 5d-6p transition centered at 6142 Å from the anode
plasma indicating a B-field of ⬃7.5 kG. 共c兲 Time-dependent measured
共points兲 and calculated 共lines兲 B-field in the anode plasma. The calculations
assume a diffusive penetration at the classical Spitzer resistivity, S, and at
an anomalous resistivity ten times higher than the Spitzer value. Adapted
from Ref. 6.

Maron et al.6 used spectral measurements of Zeeman
splitting to study the B-field dynamics in an applied-B ion
diode 关Fig. 2共a兲兴. This is an anode-cathode gap with an applied pulsed voltage that accelerates ions from the anode,
creating an ion beam. The applied voltage also accelerates
electrons from the cathode, requiring the application of a
B-field to trap the electrons and prevent them from crossing
the gap and shorting out the diode. Maron and colleagues
measured the time-dependent line profile of the 5d-6p transition of singly ionized barium centered at 6142 Å 关Fig.
2共b兲兴. Barium was introduced as a dopant on the anode side
of the diode where the Ba II ionization state remains localized in the anode plasma a few microns from the original
anode surface. This anode plasma was measured on separate
experiments to have an electron density of 2 ⫻ 1015 cm−3
and an electron temperature of 7 eV.7 Under these plasma
conditions the observed line shape is dominated by the Zee-
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man splitting. Several mechanisms can influence spectral
line profiles so determining their relative impact is an important consideration when using line shapes for plasma diagnostics. The measurements are made along the direction of
the applied magnetic field so that only the  line components
are observed, resulting in a measured line profile that is symmetrically split by a relative amount that depends on the
B-field strength. Figure 2共c兲 shows the time-dependent
B-field within a few microns of the original anode surface.
The field is observed to increase over the applied 7.6 kG.
This increase is caused by E ⫻ B drifting electrons, which
create a diamagnetic field that decreases the field strength
near the cathode, requiring an increase in the field on the
anode side in order to conserve magnetic flux. Magnetic diffusion is expected to dominate the field penetration for this
geometry at these conditions, but a classical Spitzer resistivity predicts a much slower diffusion speed than was measured. Maron et al. must assume an anomalous resistivity
greater than ten times the Spitzer value in order to explain
the data. This anomalous resistivity was later explained as
being caused by instabilities in the anode plasma that increase the collision frequency and therefore, also the
resistivity.8,9 These measurements are an example of how
real world effects, such as instabilities, can significantly alter
the field penetration over a simple idealized picture.
A second important measurement of B-field penetration
in plasma was made by Arad et al.10 using a plasma opening
switch 关Fig. 3共a兲兴. In this system, a pulsed voltage is applied
between an anode-cathode gap that is intentionally filled
with CH plasma having an initial electron density of 共3 – 7兲
⫻ 1014 cm−3 and a temperature of 6.5 eV.11 This plasma
shorts out the diode until the magnetic field can penetrate all
the way through, which can be an effective way to sharpen
the current rise downstream of the plasma. Arad et al. measured the time and space-dependent B-field in the CH plasma
by injecting a localized plume of He and observing the neutral He 2p-3d transition 关Fig. 3共b兲兴. Again, the transition was
measured in emission from a direction parallel to the B-field
so that they only measured the circularly polarized components. The time- and space-dependent B-field was measured
by observing the time-dependent Zeeman splitting of the He
2p-3d transition in the localized area of the He plume and
then moving the plume location through the plasma along the
z direction on subsequent experiments. Figure 3共c兲 shows the
changing B-field distribution as the field penetrates the
plasma. Not only does the B-field penetrate faster than would
be expected for diffusion, but the shape of the penetration
front is different from that predicted by diffusion theory so
the penetration speed cannot be attributed simply to anomalous resistivity. In the geometry of this plasma opening
switch, it can be shown that the Hall term to the field evolution can become dominant if large density gradients exist in
the plasma along a direction opposing the current flow. The
natural gradient of the plasma from the injection into the gap
is not large enough to explain the penetration, but Arad et al.
suggested that instabilities in the plasma create gradients
along a small-enough spatial scale to make this term dominant, and produces a penetration speed and shape that is
consistent with the data. Later measurements of the field
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FIG. 3. 共Color兲 共a兲 Schematic representation of a plasma opening switch, in
which a He dopant is introduced to measure the local B-field. Emission from
the He dopant is measured parallel to the B-field from a direction normal to
the page. 共b兲 Example Zeeman split line profile measurement of the He I
2p-3d transition indicating a B-field of ⬃9.2 kG. 共c兲 Measured B-field distribution at various times during the operation of the opening switch
共points兲. The speed and distribution of the B-field contradicts penetration by
magnetic diffusion. Adapted from Ref. 10.

penetration front12 further support a theory of Hall
penetration.13,14 While the possibility of fast magnetic field
penetration into low resistivity plasmas was raised due to
B-dot loop measurements,15 it was the spectroscopic diagnostics that demonstrated the penetration reliably and yielded
the evolution of the B-field distribution in the
plasma.10–12,16,17
A third important example of B-field penetration into a
plasma was made by Davara et al.,18 who were studying the
dynamics of a CO2 gas-puff z pinch 关Fig. 4共a兲兴. A z pinch is
a cylindrical column of plasma through which a pulsed current that creates an azimuthally directed B-field is applied.
The resulting J ⫻ B force is directed radially inward and converts the electrical energy into kinetic energy. The z-pinch
plasma stagnates on axis creating a shock that converts the
kinetic energy into thermal energy, which is radiated away as
x rays. Knowledge of the B-field distribution in plasmas imploding under magnetic fields is a crucial factor in under-
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FIG. 4. 共Color兲 共a兲 Schematic representation of a gas-puff z pinch. 共b兲
Example line profile measurement 共points兲 and calculation 共lines兲 of the
linearly 共square points, solid line兲 and circularly 共diamond points, dashed
line兲 polarized components of the O IV 3s-3p line emission from oxygen in
the gas puff indicating a B-field of ⬃1.8 T. 共c兲 Measured B-field distribution in the z-pinch plasma at one time during the implosion 共points兲. Calculations assuming diffusive B-field penetration at a resistivity of 45 ⍀ m
共dotted line兲 and 32 ⍀ m 共dashed line兲 are in close agreement to the
classical Spitzer value of ⬃48 ⍀ m. Adapted from Ref. 18.

standing the implosion dynamics. Davara et al. measured the
B-field distribution in the z pinch using time- and spaceresolved measurements of the Zeeman splitting of the O IV
3s-3p line emission 关Fig. 4共b兲兴. In this case, the CO2 plasma
electron density and temperature over the duration of the
measurements are ⬃5 ⫻ 1017 cm−3 and 5–13 eV,
respectively.19,20 Stark broadening4,5 dominates the line profile under these conditions, which smears out the measurable
effect of the Zeeman splitting. To determine the magnetic
field strength, Davara et al. separately measured the linear
and circularly polarized line components by observing the
O IV 3s-3p emission perpendicular to the B-field direction
and using a quarter-wave plate to separate the different polarizations. The circularly polarized components are always
more affected by Zeeman than the linear components, but the
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Stark and Doppler effects are similar for both allowing one
to separate out the B-field effect by measuring the difference
in the width of the polarized components 关Fig. 4共b兲兴. The
measurements were made by averaging over ⬃20 experiments in order to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio sufficient to
conclusively measure the small difference in the widths of
the polarized components. Figure 4共c兲 shows the radially dependent B-field in the CO2 gas-puff z pinch at a time corresponding to about half-way through the z-pinch implosion.
In this case, the B-field has a profile that is consistent with
magnetic diffusion at the rate predicted by the classical
Spitzer resistivity. The density of the plasma is high enough
that electron collisions dominate the plasma resistivity and
the diffusion term dominates the B-field penetration. In addition to the general interest of the B-field penetration, these
data are also critical to solving the energy balance in a
z-pinch plasma. Combining these data with other spectroscopic measurements of the electron temperature, density,
and ion velocity, Gregorian et al.19–21 were able to demonstrate that ⬃85% of the energy imparted to their z pinch
comes from the J ⫻ B force with the remainder coming from
the Joule heating.
Extending these examples of the Zeeman split B-field
measurements to HED plasmas has many challenges. As the
temperature and density of the plasma increase, separating
out the Zeeman effect from the other competing line broadening components becomes more difficult. In addition, HED
plasmas can be turbulent containing fields of various directions in the plasma region viewed, they may have rapid spatial or temporal gradients, and the high cost of creating HED
plasmas requires that diagnostic information be obtained in a
single shot. One potential approach to solving these issues
was recently proposed by Stambulchik et al.22 They showed
that the transitions from certain fine-structure components
can have similar Stark and Doppler broadenings, but always
have different Zeeman splitting regardless of either the field
strength or which polarization components are observed.
This makes it possible to measure nondirectional B-fields in
plasmas that may also have spatial and/or temporal gradients.
In addition, the fine-structure components also lie close in
wavelength making it possible to observe each line profile on
a single spectrometer allowing for higher measurement accuracy. Stambulchik et al. demonstrated this technique with
measurements of the 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 components of the
Al III 4p-4s transition in a plasma with an electron density
and temperature of 2 ⫻ 1016 cm−3 and 10 eV, respectively
关Fig. 5兴. The 2P1/2 component is always more affected by the
Zeeman splitting allowing one to determine the magnetic
field strength from the difference in the line shapes between
the two fine-structure components. This technique is highly
promising in being extended to HED plasmas by selecting
the transitions appropriate for the plasma properties and field
strengths of interest.
III. ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Another important category of spectroscopic measurements is the determination of electric fields 共E-fields兲. In a
non-neutral plasma, combining measurements of the E-field
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FIG. 5. 共Color兲 Line profile measurements 共points兲 and calculations 共lines兲
of the fine-structure components from the Al III 4s-4p doublet transition
indicating a B-field of 0.9 T. Adapted from Ref. 22.

with a determination of the ion current provides a wealth of
information. Energy conservation yields the ion velocity
through the relation
v2i = 2

Ze
mi

冕

Edx,

共2兲

where Z is the ion charge state and mi is the ion mass. Beam
current measurements yield the ion density distribution
through the relation
ni =

Ji
,
Zevi

共3兲

where Ji is the beam current. Finally, Gauss’ law yields the
electron density distribution, ne, through the relation
ⵜ · E = 4e共Zni − ne兲.

共4兲

The Stark effect is the electric field analog to the Zeeman
effect and provides a spectroscopic signature for E-field measurements. In this case an external E-field induces an electric
dipole moment in the atoms proportional to the field
strength, which gives rise to an energy of interaction proportional to E2. In the quadratic Stark effect, the energy level
shift depends on the product of E2 with the polarizability of
the level, which depends on the square of the quantum number M. The degeneracy of the levels is therefore only partially lifted and those levels with the same absolute value of
M shift by the same amount in the same direction. What is
observed is therefore a partial splitting and shifting of the
characteristic line radiation that can be used to determine the
E-field strength.
Maron et al. made the first Stark shift E-field measurements in an ion diode gap23,24 关Fig. 2共a兲兴. In these experiments, a thin aluminum coating was added to the anode,
which formed doubly ionized aluminum that is accelerated
across the gap. To measure the time-dependent E-field distribution, the Stark shift of the Al III 4d-4p transition at 4529 Å
was observed using a spectrograph with both temporal and
spatial resolution. This line is used because the upper state
has a lifetime on the order of the transit time across the gap,
and the emission comes from high-lying levels where the
Stark effect is maximized. An example of the measured line

FIG. 6. 共a兲 Example measurement of the Stark-shifted line profile of the
Al III 4d-4p transition from an applied-B ion diode. 共b兲 Measured 共points兲
E-field distribution in the diode gap compared to a Brillouin-flow calculation of the distribution 共dashed line兲. Adapted from Ref. 24.

profile at a particular place and time in the diode gap is
shown in Fig. 6共a兲 where the unshifted component is determined to be scattered light originating from the anode
plasma and the shifted component at longer wavelength corresponds to an electric field of 1.2–1.5 MV/cm. Figure 6共b兲
shows the measured E-field distribution in the diode gap at
one time, which peaks at ⬃0.8 MV/ cm near the anode and
decreases to ⬃0.4 MV/ cm near the cathode. Using Eqs.
共2兲–共4兲, Maron et al. made the first electron density profile
determination in an ion diode gap and showed the occurrence
of electrons close to the anode. This was in contradiction to
contemporary Brillouin-flow models that predicted the electrons to stay near the cathode.25 The migration of electrons
across the gap had been experimentally inferred through
measurements of ion currents, which were in excess of the
Child–Langmuir limit. As theoretically showed by
Desjarlais,26 electrons near the anode will reduce the space
charge causing a beam current enhancement and the eventual
impedance collapse of the diode.
Bailey et al. applied the Stark shift measurement technique to the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II 共PBFA-II兲
ion diode at Sandia National Laboratories.27 This was an ion
diode with cylindrical symmetry intended to produce a Li ion
beam for studies in inertial fusion.28 To measure the E-field
distribution in the diode gap, Bailey et al. measured the Stark
shifting of neutral Li that gained energy as Li II from the
anode, but charge exchange through a contaminant layer in
the anode plasma and propagate across the gap at their origi-
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FIG. 8. Streaked spectra from the PBFA-II ion diode showing Stark-shifted
time-dependent wavelength and line shape of the Li I 2s-2p and 2p-3d transitions. The 2p-3d transitions are not observed until the time-dependent
E-field in the diode falls below ⬃4 MV/ cm. When the 2p-3d transitions are
observed, they are split into components corresponding to quantum numbers
兩M兩 = 0 , 1 and 兩M兩 = 2. Adapted from Ref. 32.

FIG. 7. 共Color兲 Time- and multidimensional distribution of the E-field in the
PBFA-II applied-B ion diode. The measurements are made using multiple
streaked visible spectrometers to measure the time-dependent Stark shifting
of the Li I 2s-2p transition from multiple LOSs covering a fraction of the
radial and azimuthal extent of the diode gap.

nal kinetic energy. This charge-exchange process may be a
contributing factor to the ion beam divergence, which has
also been measured using spectral emission in both low29
and high30 power ion beam diodes. The E-field distribution
in the PBFA-II ion diode was measured from the Stark shifting of the Li I 2s-2p transition and found to peak at 1 GV/m
near the anode and decrease toward the cathode. Again using
Eqs. 共2兲–共4兲, Bailey et al. determined the electron density
distribution and determined that electrons fill the entire gap.
The expansion of the electrons across the gap is likely related
to instabilities, which can lead to fluctuations in the electric
field. Measuring these fluctuations requires time- and multidimensional space-resolved spectra obtained on a single
shot. Filuk and Bailey31 measured the two-dimensional
E-field distribution through an array of streaked optical spectrometers observing 18 separate lines of sight 共LOSs兲 across
a fraction of the radial and azimuthal extent of the diode gap.
Again, the time-dependent E-field along each LOS was determined from the Stark shifting of the Li I 2s-2p transition
and is shown in Fig. 7. This type of time-dependent, multidimensional measurement is critical to understanding the details of HED plasmas.
From a more basic science perspective, the Stark shift
measurements on PBFA-II provided a unique opportunity to
study the basic atomic physics of field ionization. As described above, the electric field was determined from the Li I
2s-2p transition. However, Bailey et al. also observed the Li I
2p-3d transition, which has a higher lying upper level that is
more affected by the Stark effect.32 The ⬎5 MV/ cm electric
fields shift the 3d level completely into the continuum and
the 2p-3d emission is not observed until the field falls below
⬃4 MV/ cm 共Fig. 8兲. When it is observed, the 2p-3d line is
split into two components: One corresponding to the

兩M兩 = 0 , 1 components of the 3d level and one corresponding
to the 兩M兩 = 2 component. These observations motivated the
development and benchmarking of fundamental computations of the field ionization of various levels,33 and led to the
first models of polarizations induced by ion beam
excitations.34
IV. HIGH ENERGY DENSITY PLASMA
MEASUREMENTS

Breakthroughs in z-pinch technology first enabled the
study of x-ray driven HED plasmas on pulsed power drivers
in the 1990s when researchers began investigating the use of
arrays of wires as the progenitor to the z-pinch plasma.35–38
They studied the peak x-ray power output with the number
of wires in the array and made a significant breakthrough.
High number wire array z pinches were shown to be very
effective x-ray power sources increasing the peak radiated
power by orders of magnitude over what had been previously
achieved.36 Tungsten wire array z pinches on the Z facility at
Sandia National Laboratories produce ⬎1 MJ of x-ray energy at peak x-ray powers of ⬎200 TW. The Z facility
stores up to 25 MJ of electrical energy, produces peak electrical powers up to 100 TW, and is capable of delivering
⬎24 MA of current to a z pinch. This technology is ⬃10%
efficient in the conversion of stored electrical energy to x-ray
emission energy. Experiments on the Z facility reach HED
plasma conditions that address issues of fundamental importance including studies of Diamond at 10 Mbar pressure,39
D2 equation-of-state at ⬎1 Mbar pressure,40 photoionized
plasmas,41 radiating shocks,42 the opacity of material at electron temperature ⬎150 eV,43 and studies in inertial confinement fusion 共ICF兲.44
V. HED MEASUREMENTS: RADIATING SHOCKS

One of the most studied z-pinch platforms is the z-pinch
dynamic Hohlraum 共ZPDH兲.42–51 The ZPDH delivers highpower x-ray pulses for a variety of HED physics applications
including radiative transfer,49 opacity measurements,50 and
ICF.51 This system is composed of a 12 mm tall, 40/20 mm
diameter outer/inner tungsten wire array, and a 6 mm diam-
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FIG. 9. 共Color兲 共a兲 Schematic representation of the ZPDH, which is composed of a nested tungsten wire array and a 6 mm diameter CH2 foam. 共b兲
When the tungsten z pinch strikes the CH2 foam, it launches a radiating
shock. 共c兲 The radiating shock conditions are diagnosed by doping the central 3 mm height of the CH2 with 1% Si and spectrally resolving the Si
emission from the shocked plasma. 共d兲 The radiating shock is used to heat
and backlight opacity samples at Te ⬎ 150 eV placed across an aperture in
the upper electrode of the ZPDH. 共d兲 X-ray emission from the radiating
shock and the re-emission from the tungsten z pinch drive ICF capsules to
fusion conditions.

FIG. 10. 共Color兲 共a兲 Calculated Si emission spectra from the radiating shock
at Te = 330 eV 共blue兲 and 370 eV 共red兲 showing the sensitivity of the spectra
to changes in electron temperature. 共b兲 Calculated line profile of the Si XIII
1s-4p transition at  = 15 mg/ cm3 共black兲, 25 mg/ cm3 共red兲, and
35 mg/ cm3 共blue兲 showing the sensitivity to changes in electron density.

eter 14.5 mg/ cm3 CH2 foam converter 关Fig. 9共a兲兴. The z
pinch is imploded with a 100–130 ns long current pulse that
peaks at 22–24 MA. During the implosion, the tungsten z
pinch strikes the CH2 converter launching a radiating shock
关Fig. 9共b兲兴. This shock is driven ahead of the tungsten plasma
leaving a layer of shocked CH2. The shock propagates at
326⫾ 25 km/ s, has a driving pressure of 5–10 Mbars, and a
shocked CH2 temperature of 300–400 eV.
Rochau et al.42 determined the conditions of the radiating shock in the ZPDH by observing self-emission of silicon
that was doped into the central 3 mm height of the CH2 foam
关Fig. 9共c兲兴. The Si emission spectra are used to determine the
shock conditions through comparison to collisional-radiative
共CR兲 simulations. Under an assumed temperature and density distribution, CR simulations determine the ionization
states, the bound state populations, and the associated x-ray
emission by balancing the sum of all the populating rates
with all the depopulating rates including both collisional and
radiative excitation and ionization processes.52,53 These calculations are done including accurate radiation transport in
the geometry of the shocked plasma since the kinetics of any
given plasma element can be effected by radiation from the
entire volume. CR simulations show sensitivity of the observed Si spectra from the radiating shock to changes in
electron temperature through the relative intensities of line
and satellite emission from different ionization states
关Fig. 10共a兲兴. They also showed sensitivity to changes in the
density through the line shapes of 1s-np transitions, which

are measurably affected by Stark broadening for n ⬎ 2
关Fig. 10共b兲兴.
Determining the plasma conditions then requires a forward calculation search process with the following algorithm: 共1兲 Assume a distribution of Te and ne. 共2兲 Calculate
the CR kinetics. 共3兲 Calculate a synthetic spectrum as seen
by the spectrometer. 共3兲 Determine a goodness of fit between
the synthetic and experimentally acquired spectra. 共4兲 Repeat
the process until the assumed plasma conditions produce a
synthetic spectrum that matches the observation. Note that
the ability to determine the plasma conditions from these CR
calculations requires the most accurate available knowledge
of atomic rates and cross sections, accurate treatment of the
plasma effects on the ionization distribution and line shapes,
and an accurate treatment of the radiation transport. Known
discrepancies between measured and calculated line shapes54
indicate that more benchmark experiments are needed, particularly in the HED regime.
Following this forward calculation search process,
Rochau et al. determined the time-dependent electron temperature and density of the shocked CH2 plasma from the Si
emission spectra 共Fig. 11兲. The calculations were done using
two different CR models: one developed at the Weizmann
Institute52 and one from the SPECT3D software package.53 As
the shock propagates, the electron temperature is shown to
decrease from about 400 to 300 eV while the density increases from about 15 to 40 mg/ cm3. These data provide a
basis for improving the understanding of the evolution of
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FIG. 12. 共Color兲 共a兲 Measured Mg K-shell absorption spectrum 共black兲 in
comparison to an Opal LTE calculation 共red兲 at Te = 156 eV and ne = 7
⫻ 1021 cm−3. The Mg is mixed with Fe in a study of the Fe opacity on the
ZPDH. 共b兲 Measured Fe L-shell absorption spectrum 共black兲 on the ZPDH
in comparison to an Opal LTE calculation 共red兲 at the conditions determined
from the Mg comparison in 共a兲.

FIG. 11. 共Color兲 共a兲 The measured Si emission spectrum 共black points兲 from
the radiating shock in the ZPDH at t = −6.8 ns in comparison to CR models
from the Weizmann Institute 共red line兲 and SPECT3D 共blue line兲. 共b兲 Timedependent electron temperature and 共c兲 mass density of the shocked Sidoped CH2 during the implosion of the ZPDH inferred from comparisons to
Si emission spectra using CR models from the Weizmann Institute 共open
diamonds兲 and SPECT3D 共solid circles兲.

complex integrated radiation-hydrodynamic plasmas, such as
radiating shocks.
VI. HED MEASUREMENTS: FREQUENCY DEPENDENT
OPACITY

The opacity of a material, , is a determination of its
transparency to electromagnetic radiation, which is described
by the equation
T共h兲 = exp关− 共h兲x兴,

共5兲

where T is the transmission through a plasma with density, ,
and thickness, x. The opacity is a function of photon energy,
h, due to the structure of the bound electron energy states. It
is also a function of temperature and density since the bound
energy state structure depends on the ionization state. Opacity is a fundamental material property of importance to all
plasmas. For a plasma with a given temperature and density
it is important to know the charge state distribution, which

transitions are important in determining the opacity and the
importance of plasma effects, such as line broadening.
In the ZPDH, x rays emitted by the radiating shock during the implosion can heat a thin sample placed across the
upper aperture to temperatures ⬎150 eV 关Fig. 9共d兲兴. When
this shock stagnates on the axis it forms a localized, broadband, smooth x-ray source called a backlighter with an
equivalent brightness temperature ⬎300 eV. The opacity is
experimentally determined through the following process:55
共1兲 Measure the backlighter spectrum on an experiment without the sample. 共2兲 Measure the absorption of the backlighter
x rays through the sample on a subsequent experiment. 共3兲
Compute the ratio between these two measurements to determine the transmission spectrum assuming reproducibility in
the backlighter spectrum. 共4兲 Combine the known areal density with the transmission measurement in Eq. 共5兲 to determine the opacity. Using this platform, Bailey et al.43 measured the transmission of L-shell iron in the photon energy
range of 800 eV–1300 eV 共Fig. 12兲. The plasma conditions
were determined by mixing in a small amount of magnesium, which was stripped to the K-shell containing mostly
H- and He-like ionization states: a realm of atomic physics
that is relatively well understood. Comparing the Mg absorption to calculations, Bailey et al. were able to determine the
temperature and density of the plasma. This Mg/Fe plasma is
in local thermodynamic equilibrium 共LTE兲, which is much
easier to simulate than the CR calculations presented previously. In the LTE approximation, the ionization states and
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FIG. 13. 共Color兲 Comparison of the measured Mg XI 1s-3p line profile
共points兲 to a best-fit Voigt 共blue兲 and a detailed calculation of the asymmetric Stark profile 共red兲. The reduced chi squared of the Voigt fit is 5.5 and that
of the detailed calculation is 1.2. Adapted from Ref. 55.

populations are determined by the Saha–Boltzmann equations, which depend on both the electron temperature and the
electron density. The electron density can be determined
separately from analysis of the line shapes through the Stark
broadening,4,5 which then allows the unique determination of
the electron temperature using the LTE approximation. It is
common to approximate Stark broadened line shapes with
Voigt profiles that have a calibrated full width at half maximum. Detailed calculations of the Stark broadening, however, often show asymmetric line profiles.5 As an example,
Fig. 13 shows a comparison between the measured Mg XI
1s-3p line profile to both a best-fit Voigt profile and a detailed calculation of the Stark broadened line shape.55 Both
show good qualitative agreement, but they have significant
statistical differences. The Voigt fit and detailed calculation
have reduced chi squared of 5.5 and 1.2, respectively, highlighting the quality of the data and the calculation.
In a comparison between the measured Mg transmission
and an Opal LTE calculation56 关Fig. 12共a兲兴, the conditions of
the plasma were determined to be Te = 156 eV and ne = 7
⫻ 1021 cm−3. The resulting Fe transmission spectrum at
these plasma conditions was compared to many modern LTE
opacity calculations and found to be in good agreement.43 An
example comparison between the data and an Opal calculation is shown in Fig. 12共b兲. The level of agreement indicates
that best-effort calculations at these plasma conditions and
for this element contain much of the correct physics. Rigorously testing the models requires measurements of different
materials and at different conditions, particularly at higher
density to test the line broadening models.

VII. HED MEASUREMENTS: INERTIAL CONFINEMENT
FUSION

The ZPDH is also a useful platform for studying indirect
drive ICF.44,51,57–59 In this application, an ⬃2 mm diameter
capsule containing ⬃20 atm of D2 gas is placed at the center
of the CH2 foam 关Fig. 9共e兲兴. The radiating shock propagating
in the CH2 reaches peak power emission ⬎40 TW and the
resulting x-ray preheat makes the entire CH2 optically thin to
its own radiation. The tungsten plasma that surrounds the

Phys. Plasmas 17, 055501 共2010兲

FIG. 14. 共Color兲 Space-integrated Ar emission spectrum measured from an
ICF capsule implosion in the ZPDH 共black兲 in comparison to a CR model
共red兲 assuming a uniform sphere with Te = 940 eV and ne = 3 ⫻ 1023 cm−3.

shock is optically thick, traps the emitted x rays from the
radiating shock, and re-emits a large fraction of the x-ray
energy back into the cylindrical cavity creating a Hohlraum.
As the system implodes, the shock emission intensity increases and the Hohlraum radius decreases causing the radiation temperature in the cavity 共and incident on the ICF
capsule兲 to eventually exceed 200 eV. X rays from both the
radiating shock and the re-emission from the tungsten Hohlraum wall are absorbed in the ICF capsule shell creating an
ablation pressure that compresses the D2 gas to conditions
where fusion occurs. This platform produces record indirectdrive DD neutron yields of ⬎3 ⫻ 1011.
Measuring the conditions of the compressed capsule
core is important in understanding the dynamics of the ICF
implosion. This is done by doping the D2 gas with a small
amount of Argon and observing the Ar K-shell emission using a time- and one-dimensionally space-resolved spectrometer. In some instances, these measurements are made from
multiple orthogonal views in order to measure the symmetry
of the compressed core. The most basic analysis of the Ar
emission is to space integrate the spectra and determine the
emissivity averaged capsule plasma conditions. This is done
through comparisons to CR calculations following the forward search algorithm described above under an assumption
that the capsule core is a uniform sphere. Figure 14 shows a
space-integrated spectrum from a typical ICF capsule implosion on Z compared to a uniform sphere CR calculation indicating emissivity averaged fuel conditions of Te = 940 eV
and ne = 3 ⫻ 1023 cm−3. This type of analysis was pioneered
on laser-imploded capsules starting in the 1970s and steadily
employed throughout the past 30 years.60–64
The unique aspect of the spectral data from ICF implosions in the ZPDH platform is that they are onedimensionally space resolved. This provides a measure of the
emissivity averaged spectra from multiple slices passing
through different locations of the hot capsule core 共Fig. 15兲.
The relative change in the spectra can be used to determine
the gradients in the capsule fuel conditions. Determining the
plasma gradients requires a similar forward calculation
search as described above. In this case, the assumed plasma
conditions must result in synthetic spectra that simultaneously agree with the multiple space-resolved spectra measured in the experiment. This provides a challenge associated
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and therefore a higher ratio of electrons to ions, must be
mixing in with the capsule fuel. Including the mix fraction in
the CR calculations can provide a simultaneous determination of the electron temperature, the mass density, and the
fuel fraction. This is work in progress and is left for future
publication.
VIII. SUMMARY

FIG. 15. 共Color兲 Measured spectra averaged over an ⬃300 ps time period
from multiple slices passing through a compressed ICF capsule imploded in
the ZPDH. The red band on the sphere in each plot indicates the approximate area of integration relative to the total size of the compressed core.

with the number of calculations required to find a suitable
solution. If the plasma conditions are approximated by a onedimensional sphere containing four radial points, each with a
defined Te and ne, and each Te and ne condition is chosen
from 20 possible values, the resulting 2.56⫻ 1010 possible
combinations of plasma conditions make an exhaustive
search impractical. Advanced search algorithms such as
Pareto genetic algorithms have been successfully employed
to determine ICF capsule core conditions on direct-drive
laser-imploded capsules using a series of monochromatic images in combination with space-integrated, time-resolved
spectra.65–67 Extending these techniques to the ICF data from
the ZPDH platform that is time, space, and fully spectrally
resolved may provide better constraints on the plasma density profile from the spatially dependent line shapes.
Another important aspect of space-resolved spectral
measurements is that they can provide a signature of spatially dependent mixing between the ICF capsule shell and
the fusion fuel. The spatially dependent line shapes provide
information on the electron density distribution, the spatially
dependent line ratios from neighboring ionization states provide information on the electron temperature, and the spatially dependent intensity of the line emission provides information on the number of Ar ions along each LOS. In a
predominantly deuterium plasma, the ratio of electrons to
ions is unity. If this ratio is greater than one, then material
from the capsule shell, which has a higher atomic number

Applied spectroscopy provides a powerful diagnostic
tool to understand complex pulsed power plasmas including
measurements of magnetic fields, electric fields, and the temperature and density conditions of HED plasmas. These measurements probe the fundamental physics of the systems in
which they are applied providing a broader scope of information applicable to other areas of physics such as laser
produced plasmas and astrophysics. Challenging new applications of spectroscopy to HED plasmas are under development including the extension of magnetic field measurements
to high density, nonuniform, and turbulent plasmas and techniques to determine the time-dependent spatial distribution
of conditions in complex plasmas. The accurate determination of plasma conditions from recorded spectra depends on
the accuracy of atomic theory, the theory of atoms in plasma,
and the coupling of these theories with radiation transport.
This requires more experiments to benchmark the calculations in the HED regime.
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